IFF-45TS Maintenance Manual Update
Part Number 93023, Issue 4 dated October 31, 2019

Purpose
The purpose of this service information letter is to inform users of the IFF-45TS, p/n 72438, that an updated maintenance manual (Issue 4) has been released.

Effectivity
All IFF-45TS users who wish to calibrate and verify their own units.

Summary of Changes
The IFF-45TS Maintenance manual has been released to give users updated procedures necessary to verify the unit’s operation for its annual certification and to calibrate the unit if necessary. The manual also contains an updated list of equipment required to do the verification and calibration, Theory of operations, PCB board layout / assembly drawings of the IFF-45TS modules and a basic parts listing of the unit.

Contact information
VIAVI Solutions
Avionics and Radio Test
10200 West York Street
Wichita, KS 67215
800-835-2350
avcomm.service@viavisolutions.com

Export Control and Warning
VIAVI Solution’s military products are controlled for export under the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR). A license from the U.S. Department of State is required prior to the export of this product from the United States. This product may not be sold or proposed or offered for sale to certain countries including Belarus, Burma, China, Cuba, Haiti, Iran, Liberia, Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Syria, Sudan, and Vietnam. See ITAR 126.1 for complete information.